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ABSTRACT

Emerging need for a safe and healthy living nowadays lead to this project of gas

detection. The main target of the project is to construct a thermal conductivity gas

detector for environment monitoring. A gas detector which can detect potentially

hazardous gases released to the environment. If the air composition is different from

the normal, the thennal conductivity of gas detector should changeto detect and give

a warning alarm to the people. A heat sensing circuit is employed here for this

purpose, which by comparing the thermal conductivity of a potentially hazardous gas

with normal air gives a warning signal. The literature review presents various

methods of gas detection used these days. The methodology section gives detail

design and development process taken in this project. The result is a practical heat

detection circuit that is constructed, tested and calibrated with respect to normal air. It

gives an indication of abnormality through bar graph display used in dot mode.

Additionally, the project cost has been kept as low as possible.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Study

Gas monitoring and detection is one of the most important safety challenges. All

facilities involved with the production, refining and distribution ofoil, natural gas and

petrochemicals need such monitors. They are needed for domestic safety also where

natural gas leakages can cause damage to humans and properties.

Measuring the thermal conductivity (TC)ofgaseswasone of the earliest forms of gas

detection and it is suitable for low levels of certain binary mixtures (two different

gases, one of whichcan be air). The thermal conductivity characterizes the capability

ofa material to transfer heat.

TC gas detectors operateby comparing the thermalconductivity of the samplewith a

reference gas. A heated platinum filament is mounted so that it is exposed to a sample

and a reference gas.

If the sample gas has a higher thermal conductivity than the reference gas, heat is lost

from the exposed element and its temperature decreases, whilst if the thermal

conductivity is lower than the reference, the temperature of the exposed element

increases. These temperature changes cause electrical resistance changes, which are

measured by means ofa bridge circuit.

But there are some limitations in the use of TC detectors where data on the thermal

conductivities of gases is normally stated relative to air. Gas concentrations are often

measured by TC techniques and when thermal conductivity relative to air is greater

than one, hence their presence leads to coolingof the exposed thermistoror filament.



The thermal conductivity gas detector is not as sensitive as some other detectors but it

is non-specific to gas type and non-destructive.

1.2 Problem Statement

Environmental pollution is a major issue these days. Some industries due to accidents

or irresponsible attitude release hazardous gases to the environment, which result in

poor health or even death ofcitizen.

Natural gas is an energy source that is commonly used in homes for cooking, heating,

etc. It is primarily composed of methane which is a highly flammable. Although it

only happens rarely, a natural gas leak can sometimes occur inside a home. A natural

gas leak increases the risk of fire or explosion, leading to lost of lives.

These gases are sometimes colorless and odorless that can not be easily detected and

cause fatal consequences. Gas companies work hard to provide adequate warning in

the event of a gas leak. They add a "rotten-egg" smell as warning that can be easily

detected by most people. However, people whohave a diminished sense of smellmay

not be able to respond to this safety mechanism. A gas detector in this case can be an

important tool to help in order to overcome the problem.

For this reason, the designand development of an environmental changes monitorhas

been undertaken. This monitoring is based on hot wire or thermal conductivity gas

detection technique. This monitor will contribute positively to the pollution

monitoring of environment. The aim is to detect the changes in normal environment,

which is done after initial calibration of monitor in a normal environment. A good

detector, for this purpose, should respond quickly to the environment changes and

alert the people.

1.3 Objectives

The main objectiveof the project is to constructa thermal conductivity gas detector.

This detector will sense any hazardous gas released to the environment. If the air

composition is crossingthe normal limit, this detector shouldgive a warningalarmto

the people.



The objectives ofthis project are as follows:

• To gather the basic background information by extensive literature review.

• To construct low cost part ofenvironment monitoring system.

• To integrate these parts after testing them individually.

• To document of constructional details and results obtained from the project.

1.4 Scope of Study

Gas Chamber Heat Detection

circuit

Output
(display)

Figure 1.1 Gas detection system.

There are three areas of study involved in the design and development process. These

include studies on gas chamber, heat detection system and the display of collected

information. The gas chamber is a container which consists of air pump and the

detection circuit inside it. It is a closed container having the gas flow rate and internal

temperature constant.

The heat sensor circuit is the heart ofthis system. It will detect the loss ofheat due to

gas flowing through the circuitand activatethe output to give an indication.

The student is required to:

• Design and constructthe mechanical parts of the system which consistof gas

chamber and the gas injection/pump system.

• Design and construct the heat detection circuit of the system.

• Design and construct the output circuit of the system which includes visual

and sound indicator.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Agas detector is an instrument that detects the presence ofacertain amount of gas in
the environment. It is used to give an early warning signal, perhaps in the form of
sound and visual alarm to indicate the leakage ofgas at working area. Gas detectors
consist of a sensor, control unit, andan alarm.

2.1 GasDetection Techniques

A number of gas detection techniques are available to measure the concentration of

the gases. The selection ofa technique depends on the type of gas to be detected.
There are many physical properties ofgases, which can be used for their detection.

Spectroscopic means ofgas detection such as microwave, optical or chromatography
are more widely used in the analytical field compared to safety instrumentation. This
is due to the relative cost and complexity ofthe technology employed.

Surface acoustic wave (SAW) technologies may have a part to play in future gas
detectors. Certain gas molecules can be absorbed onto the surface of doped
semiconductors and the change in material's characteristics can be detected by the
optical or acoustical radiation traveling over the treated surface. Molecular absorption
onto other materials, such asoptical fibers, is another area of academic research that

may form the basis offuture generations ofgas sensors [4].

The following techniques are generally used by combustible gas detectors:



2.1.1 Electro-Catalytic Detector

Electro-catalytic detector uses two identical beads, one active, which oxides any
combustible gases present, and one glass coated, which is used for reference. The
glass coating on the reference bead allows it to respond to changes in temperature,
humidity and pressure without responding to combustible gases, which cannot
penetrate theglass coating.

The reference bead serves as a"baseline" signal, which can then be compared to the
resistance of the active bead to determine the concentration of gas present. As gas
oxidizes on the active bead, the bead temperature increases in direct proportion to the
concentration of the gas in the atmosphere. This temperature rise increases the
resistance of the active bead, and when compared with the reference bead resistance,
results in ameasurable voltage differential, which is used by the instrument [5].

Mechsnfcal Support Post
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Figure 2.1 Catalytic bead sensors
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2,1.2 InfraredDetector

Infrared gas detection is based on the ability of some gases to absorb IR radiation.
Devices using this technology have a light source and alight detector and measure
the light intensity at two specific wavelengths, one at an absorption (active)
wavelength and one outside of the absorption (reference) wavelength. Ifavolume of
gas passes between the source and detector, the amount of light in the active
wavelength falling on the detector is reduced, while the amount of light in the



reference wavelength remains unchanged. Much like the catalytic detectors the gas
-~tonisde,e^ed from therelativedifferencebetween the two signals^
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Figure 2.2 Open path IR detector
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The operating principle ,s the semiconductor's conductivity altered by the surface
mteraction occurring between a gas and the gas-sensitive semiconductor The
con ucnvity is increased by the reducing gases such as hydrocarbons and decreased
by the oxidizing gases such as oxygen. Hence, the concentration ofthe hydrocarbons
mthe „ can be measured with the change in the semiconductor's electrical
conductivity [7].

2J.4 Ultrasonic Detector

This method is ideal for detecting leaks in high pressure gas system, Any gas that
leaks from the high pressure pipeline or the other pressurized gas system produces
ultrasomc sound. This is the basic principle for this detector. An acoustic sensor is
used to listen to the ultrasonic sound and provide ameasure ofthe leak [8].



2.2 Gas Chromatography

G-liouid chromatography (GiC), or simply gas chr0matography fQO .

column. ^ l0n8 ""* "V ** *be toown as a

This techmque involves asample being injected and vaporized into the head of the

i-sizr^irgas md*depend- - ~ - -

the thermal conductrnty detector (TCD), which monitors changes in the JI
conductivity of the effluent W^ n**u . ermal
ionization detector Z 7 "^ *d**» SUCh °S *e ««»
detector(FPrpirrCrn CaPtUre deteCt°r <**» *"» **»«*ctor (FPD), photo-.omzat.on detector (PID), md ^^t0 me ^ rf^

-2-2.7 H«me Ionization Detector (FID)

The FIDis widely used and it is genenuly applicable. The effluent from the column is
mixed and igmted with amixture ofhydrogen and air Or •

flameis the source ^~.on. TheHD ,s auseml gene,,purpol detect ^analysts oforganic compound. It has high sensitivity, large 1mResponse1!a!d
I- no.se. !t , a,so robust and easy to use, but prohibitively expen^T^T
showsmetypicald.agmmofflameionizationdetectorp]
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Kgure 2.3 Flame Ionization Detector

2-2.2 Photo-tonizatwn Detector (PW)

Collector-electrode

+300V

Polarising voltage

The sensing technologies include various
means ofionizing the gas sample so that itsability to conduct a small electric charge tw

P-n. or absence of certain gaL ^to ™ *"" **•*" °f*
(W) radiation emitting C*^ h ^ *B~ "^ ^ming lamp to ionize awide range of volatile organic substance,2^op-ting^nnciple of this method is simuar to that office Ll^ZZ
^nce is that aUV lamp is used as the source for ionization. The ions «
* tins process are coated by electrodes, and hence the current generated is
therefore ameasure of the analyte concentration. Figure 2.4 shows atypical
schematic ofPhoto Ionization Detector [10]
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Figure 2.4 Photo Ionization Detector



2-2.3 Electron Capture Detector (BCD)
The Ff"T^

63
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Kgure 2.5 Electron Capture Detector

2-2.4 Flame Photometric Detector (FPD)
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emission band. This filter needs to change between chromatographic runs if the other

family of compounds is to be detected. This is a major drawback of this technique.

Figure below shows a typical schematic ofFPD [12].

chemiltKninescenes

detection region

Flame

exhaust

thermal
fitter

from high
voltage power
supply..

removable to amplifier
interference and
filter computer

P filter = 526 nm

S filter=394 nm

GC column ^•v.GC oven wall

Figure 2.6 Flame Photometric Detector

2.2,5 Thermalconductivity

The principle of differential heat conduction by gases is used as the operating

principle of this detector. By comparing the thermal conductivity of a sample gas and

the reference gas, the concentration of the sample gas can be found and measured by

the heated element's heat dissipation. The off balanced voltage from a resistance

bridge is a measure of the gas concentration. The bridge is capable of compensating

ambient temperature changes.

Thermal conductivity detectors are in use since before the beginning of gas

chromatography. Substitute ofTCD's has the same ease ofuse and stability. They are

also employed when the auxiliary or combustion gases required by other detectors are

unsafe or impractical. Although they cannot match the sensitivity of ionization

detectors, TCD's are the third most widely used detector, surpassed only by flame

ionization and bench-top mass-spectrometry detectors.
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ATCD usually consists of anelectrically-heated wire. The temperature of thesensing

element depends onthe thermal conductivity of thegasflowing around it. Changes in

thermal conductivity, such as when organic molecules displace some of the carrier

gas, cause a temperature risein the element which is sensed as a change in resistance.

Though TCD is not as sensitive as some other detectors but it is not specific to the

type of gas.

Various configurations of TCDs are used in gaschromatographs. A common oneuses

an element placed in the sample column and another pair is placed in a reference

column. Theresistances of the two are then arranged in a bridge circuit as shown in

figure 2.7.

-" Gamer gas

w

Figure 2.7 Thermal Conductivity detector
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Table 2.1 Table of Common GC detectors [13]

Detector Type Support gases Selectivity

Flame Mass flow Hydrogen and Most organic compounds

ionization air

(FID)

Thermal Concentration Reference Universal

conductivity

(TCD)

Electron Concentration Make-up Halides, nitrates, nitriles,

capture (ECD) peroxides, anhydrides,

organometallics

Nitrogen- Mass flow Hydrogen and Nitrogen, phosphorus

phosphorus air

Flame Mass flow Hydrogen and Sulphur, phosphorus, tin, boron,

photometric air possibly arsenic, germanium, selenium,

(FPD) oxygen chromium

Photo- Concentration Make-up Aliphatics, aromatics, ketones,

ionization esters, aldehydes, amines,

(PID) heterocychcs, organosulphurs,

some organometallics

Hall Mass flow Hydrogen, Halide, nitrogen, nitrosamine,

electrolytic oxygen sulphur

conductivity

12



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY AND PROJECT WORK

3.1 Procedure Identification

In the design and development of thermal conductivity gas detector, there are

three areas ofwork involved:

1. Design and construction of the electrical parts of the system which include the

electrical circuit that functions as sensors.

2. Design and construction of the mechanical parts of the system which included

the gas chamber.

3. Design and construction of the indicators which is the sound alarm and bar

graph display ofthe monitoring system.

3.1.1 Wheatstone bridge Circuit

The Wheatstone bridges are widely used for the measurement of resistance,

capacitance and inductance. A basic resistive bridge is Wheatstone bridge circuit that

contains four resistances, a constant voltage source and a voltmeter. It is used to

measure an unknown electrical resistance by balancing two arms of a bridge circuit,

one arm of which includes the unknown component. Its operation is similar to the

basic potentiometer method except that in potentiometer circuits a sensitive

galvanometer is used.

The Wheatstone bridge is used in two ways:

1. To measure the value of an unknown resistor by comparison to standard

resistors,

2. To detect small changes in a resistive transducer (e.g. thermistor) as sensor.

13



In order to determine the resistances of the unknown resistor, the resistance of the

other three are adjusted to balance the bridge, the current passing through the

galvanometer decreases to zero at the balanced condition.

&1 _ &3 (3.1)

By selecting the suitable arms for sample and reference, the Wheatstone bridge can

amplify small changes in the resistance of sample to give voltage proportional to

changes in sample concentration. It is widely used across the industry even today.

3.1.2 Circuit Analysis

Figure 3.1 Wheatstone Bridge Circuit

Here, Rxis the unknown resistance to be measured; Ri, and R3 are resistors ofknown

value while resistance of R2 is adjustable. If the ratio of the two resistances in the

known arm (R2/R1) is equal to the ratio of the two in the unknown arm (Rx/R3), the

voltage at the detector V will be zero and no current will flow through the detector,

R2 is varied until this condition is reached. The direction of the current indicates

whether R2is higher or lower than Rx.

Detecting zero current can be done to a high accuracy. Therefore, if Ri, R2 and R3 are

ofhigh precision, the Rx can be measuredquite accurately. Very small changes in Rx

disrupt the balance and are readily detected. Alternatively, if Ri, R2 and R3 are

14



known, but R2 is not adjustable, the voltage or current flow through the meter can be

used to calculate the value ofRx, by using network analysis theorems.

Equation3.1 is obtained by balancingboth arms of the Wheatstone bridge circuit as

shown in figure 3.1:

E,=E
&

Rl +R2;

E2=E
KR$+RX;

\ r

-Ejfe1 —E2 = E

o-*' R

R,

R.

R.

K^+R^

0 = £

0 = £

Rt+R2 R3+Rxy

R2{R3+Rx)Rx{r1+R2)
(Rl+R2) (R,+Rx)

'r1r5+r2rx-r1r2-r2r^
R\R2 "^ -*m-*\c "^ "2^3 ~^" R2R*

Q-R2R3 +R2RX -RtR2 -R2RX

Separating and dividing both sides by R2RX:

R2R3 + R2RX _ RlRx + R2RX
R2RX *.*,

1 +1-- + 1

R3_R,
Rx Ri

Or *£.= £_
i?i Ri

= 0

3.1.3 ThermalConductivity ofAir composition

The Thermal Conductivity Detector is a universal detector. Since thennal

conductivity describes the ability of a substance to conduct heat, the heat is absorbed

by the gas according to their TC. Heat tends to flow in the direction of the

temperature gradient, from regions of higher temperature to region of lower

temperature.

15



Gases have different abilities to conduct heat, so their thermal conductivities are

different. The thennal conductivity gas detector respondsto the differences in thermal

conductivities between the carrier gas and the measured components. Greater the

difference between carrier gas and measured gas, the greater the sensitivity of the

measurement. To illustrate these differences, the following table shows thermal

conductivity values ofsome gases [14].

Table 3.1 Thermal Conductivity Relative to Air at 100°C

Name Factor

Air 1.0

Hydrogen 6.9

Methane 1.4

Nitrogen 1.0

Ethane 0.75

Carbon dioxide 0.7

Propane 0.6

Water vapor 0.8

As indicated in the table 1, hydrogen has a greater ability to conduct heat than the

others. This means that it will effectively cool the sunoundings better than the others.

Gases transfer heat by direct colhsions between their molecules, and as would be

expected, their thermal conductivity is low compared to most solids. For an ideal gas

the heat transfer rate is proportional to the average molecular velocity, the mean free

path, and the molar heat capacity of the gas. Heat transfer is always directed from a

higher to a lower temperature. Denser substances are usually better conductors; hence

metals are excellent conductors

16



3.2 Design ofVisual Alarm System

If an alarm system is connected in place of the galvanometer of a Wheatstone bridge,

it can warn both visually and verbally. The alarm system in this case consists of a

sensitive operational amplifier whose output is the input signal to the bar/dot display.

The bar/dot display usedhere is a popular LM3915 integrated circuit (IC).

3.2.1 LM3915Bar/DotDisplay

The LM3915 is a monolithic integrated circuit that senses analog voltage levels and

drives up to tenLEDs or LCDs. Thepin9 changes the display from a bargraph to a

moving dot display. LED current drive is regulated and programmable, eliminating

the need for current limiting resistors. The whole display system can operate from a

single supplyas low as 3V or as high as 25V.

The LM3915 is easy to use with lowest component count. A 1.2V full-scale meter

requires onlyoneresistor in addition to theten LEDs. Onemore resistor programs the

full-scale anywhere from 1.2V to 12V independent of supply voltage. LED brightness

can be easilycontrolledwith a singlepot.

DV to 10V Log Display

1—1—T—T—T—T—T—T T—f"
As* as* as-* as-* As-* As* As* J_v _!_'

"TtttttTttI mA\ y% ^v ''s *n v" i13 M* I"
3.2 *tf

TfiHTAtUHJ '

flLlHrtlfSUM I
ElEETROiniC '

IZVTOZBV

iwaais

"LD sic

SiEBftl

SOURCE

*hi

»»EF

Mr

,B1

.R2

'B.OHt

OW<VliE0^Vt

MCliBE

Figure 3.2 Typical Applications ofLM3915 bar/dotdisplay [14]
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Figure 3.3 Overall Flow Chart of the design process
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3.3 Tools Required

3.3.1 Hardware:

In order to construct the Wheatstone bridge based gas sensor circuit circuit,

following components are used. Buzzer and bar/dotdisplay IC are used in verbal and

visual alarm.

• Potentiometer

• Negative Temperature Coefficient (NTC) Thermistor

• Fixed resistors

• Buzzer

• LED

• Batteries

• Operational amplifiers 741

• Bar/dot display IC LM3915

• Sample gas-butane gas refill

3.3.1.1 Thermistor

A thermistor is a temperature sensitive resistor that exhibits a change in electrical

resistance with a change in ambient temperature. The resistance is measured by

passing a small, direct current (dc) through it and measuring the voltage drop across

it.

The relationship between change in resistance and change in temperature is linear:

AR = kAT

Where AR= change in resistance

AT= change in temperature

k = first-order temperature coefficient of resistance

Thermistor can be classified into two types depending on the sign of k. If k is

positive, the resistance increases with increasing temperature, and the device is called

a positivetemperature coefficient (PTC) thermistor, posistoror sensistor.

19



If k is negative, the resistance decreases with increasing temperature, and the device

is called a negative temperature coefficient (NTC) thermistor. Resistors that are

commonly used are designed to have the smallest possible k, so that their resistance

remains almost constant over a wide temperature range.

Negative Temperature Coefficient (NTC) thermistor are mostly used in temperature

sensing circuitry while Positive Temperature Coefficient (PTC) thermistor are mostly

used in electric current control.

3.3.1.2 Sample gas usedfor testing and evaluation

Figure 3.4 Sample Gas Used for Testing and Evaluation

For circuit testing and evaluation, the sample gas shown in figure above is used. The

results obtained are included in results and discussion section.

20



CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Balancing Wheatstone bridge Circuit

R1 <? i kOhm R3<?1 kO!i!T

D.DODlJ V

R2 I KOhrr. R4> i i;Ohm

Figure 4.1 Balanced bridge circuit

The Thermal Conductivity Detector (TCD) circuit is usually comprised of a

Wheatstone bridge. The Wheatstone bridge shown above is made up of four fixed

resistors of equal value. The potentiometer is adjusted so that no potential difference

between the two junctions of the bridge circuit. This bridge is therefore balanced with

an output of zero volts.

polentiometerL

|pyn:ChT>/5G% R3<lkChm

a—

R2>1 JcOhi R4 >| kChm

Figure 4.2 Unbalanced bridge circuits
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4.2 Heat Detection circuit

The circuit in figure 4.3 shows the comparison between the voltages of two junctions

of a Wheatstone bridge along with detector output voltage. The first junction consist

of two fixed resistors of the same value, Ri=R2=lkn. The junction acts as the

reference junction where the voltage is set to half the supply voltage. This can be

referred to the set point ofthe heat detection.

The other junction consists of a potentiometer and a thermistor that is exposed to

sample gas. The potentiometer controls the balance of this junction when it is

calibrated to environmental temperature.

Change in temperature varies the resistance of the thermistor, the voltage at that

junction changes, changing the potential difference between the two junctions. Thus

position of output will change and an appropriate LED at the output will grow. The

position of the LED will be proportional to the sensed temperature.

1 k Ohm 1 k Ghrt

,> > 1 k Ohm
<• [R]fl k Ohm IQ%

10 kOWm

-AAA-

"12V

"f—•

"12 V

4.883 V

Figure 4.3 Wheatstone bridge circuit with gain = 10

To find gain ofthe amplifier:

R IkQ
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[RJ/1 k Ohm /50%

.Vcc

J I'"! I'll

i !•; Ohm

[R]/1 k Ohm /20%

•AA/V

I 4.118 V|

Figure 4.4 Heat Sensing Circuit with Gain~50

Figure 4.4 shows potentiometer and the thermistor is ananged in voltage divider

configuration. Operational amplifiers amplify their input voltage either inverting or

non-inverting. This allows them to be used with both NTC and PTC sensors to move

the output reading to a suitable scale ofmeasurement.

Gain of the amplifier:

A =
Rf _ 50kn
r, " un

= 50

4.3 LM3915 Bar/dot Display

The output of the op amp is directly connected to the bar/dot display. Thus the whole

circuit functions as gas detector that will display an abnormal condition when the

sample input is other than equilibrium condition. If the concentration of a hazardous

gas in air detected abnormal, the LED position will indicate shift from the

equilibrium point.

The bar/ dot display responds to the input signal according to the input voltage.

Below are the threshold input voltages for LEDs connected to LM3915 up to the

input signal of 9V.
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Table 4.1 Response of LM3915 Circuit to Input Voltage.

LED (no) Threshold voltage (V)

1 0.4

2 0.6

3 0.8

4 1.2

5 1.6

6 2.0

7 2.8

8 4.0

9 5.6

10 7.9

Table 4.1 shows the response of LM3915 bar/dot display circuit to input voltage. As

shown in the table, the voltage change is not linear. The span of first LED voltage and

the last LED voltage is7.5V. Approximately 7.9V is needed to turn 10th LED and the

voltage difference between 10th LED and 9th LED is 2.3V. The result is not

satisfactory. A less voltage deviation between each LED is desirable for better

sensitivity of the gas sensing.

To improve the response of LM3915 to the sensing circuit, a new circuit

configuration is set up as shown in figure 4.5. Output from the heat sensing circuit is

applied to pin no.5. The result of the new configuration is shown in table 4.2.

As can be seen from table 4.2, the threshold voltage has been considerable reduced

giving a more sensitive response. The LED connected to pin no.5 is taken as the

reference and it represent the normal environment. The LED glowing to its left or

right represents abnormal conditions. In these conditions, presence of any unusual gas

is indicated.
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Table 4.2 Linear transition ofLM3915 Circuit

LED (no) Threshold voltage (mV)

1 60

2 80

3 110

4 170

5 240

6 330

7 450

8 640

9 900

10 1.30V

tlfthih* -"**SWT»»fl

T. 1 i X X' X X nub
& w w to w In «

tt

r
V

jr tf 'id nit >*i mt m am

Input signal from
sensing circuit

Figure 4.5 Circuit Configuration of Bar/Dot Display for Linear
Transition

Figure 4.6 shows the responding bar/dot display when the sensing circuit is exposed

to heat higher than ambient temperature. Figure 4.7 shows the bar/dot display at

ambient temperature which is the normal environment while figure 4.8 shows the

responding bar/dotdisplay whenheat sensed is less than ambienttemperature.
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:V^-=-

Figure 4.6 Bar/Dot display whenheat sensed is more than the normal
environment

^^^ft i r f
^^R r # •

V fe ' i i » i • • •

•

f+ m m ^ \ • H •

**&*

*i#i

v..

• • •« ^flH • * • ^ t

Figure 4.7 Bar/Dot Display at normal environment

• • *

Figure 4.8 Bar/dot display when Heat sensed at less than normal
environment
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

5.1 Conclusion

A thermal conductivity gas detector was developed and its developmental phases

were described in this report. The importance of this detector is evident from the fact

that environmental pollution is increasing day by day. Industries are negligent in their

responsibilities. This is causing health problem for the public at large.

In this project, a bar/dot display is responded to a heat sensing circuit. The normal

condition is set to give an output of 210mV which will turn on LED no.5. Two

possible conditions can be observed: a) LED below no.5 is on if heat sensed is less

than normal condition, b) LED above no.5 is on ifheat sensed is higher than normal

condition. A smooth transition of LEDs is obtained by reducing the span of LED's

threshold voltage.

This device described here is simple and cost effective. The heart of the device has

shown to be the sensitive temperature sensing circuit builds around a cheap

thermistor. Other gas detectors are good but are prohibitively expensive for common

people. This detectorcan be built cheaply and made available to commonpeople.
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5.2 Recommendation

For better results, an improved chamber construction and more sensitive thermistor

are required. The maintenance of gas flow is very important for accurate

measurement. Similarly, maintenance of content temperature of the chamber is

crucial. Since thermistor sense the temperature whether it is the fluctuation of

chamber temperature due to specific gas or it is due to changes in flow rate. Hence to

sense this effect of thermal conductivity of a specific gas only, other temperature

affecting factor must be kept constant.
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37 SGS-THOMSON
UA741

GENERAL PURPOSE SINGLE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER

. LARGE INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE

. NO LATCH-UP

. HIGH GAIN

. SHORT-CIRCUIT PROTECTION

. NO FREQUENCY COMPENSATION

REQUIRED

• SAME PIN CONFIGURATION AS THE UA709

DESCRIPTION

TheUA741 is a highperformance monolithicopera-
ional amplifierconstructed on a single silicon chip,
t is intentedfor a wide range of analog applications.
• Summing amplifier
• Voltage follower
• Integrator
• Active filter

• Function generator
The highgain and wide range of operating voltages
provide superior performances in integrator, sum-
wig amplifier and general feedback applications.
The internal compensation network(6dB/octave)in-
sures stability in closed loop circuits.

PIN CONNECTIONS (top view)

October 1997

N

DIPS

(Plastic Package)

ORDER CODES

D

SOS

(Plastic Micro-package)

Part
Number

Temperature
Range

Package

N D

UA741C

UA741I

UA741M

0°C, +70°C

-40°C, +10^C

-55°C, +125°C

•

•

•

•

•

•

Example : UA741CN

34

1 - OfFsetnull 1

2 - Inverting input

3 - Non-inverting input

4-Vcc"

5-Offset null 2

6 - Output

7-Vcc+
8-N.C.
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UA741

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

Non-inverting
Input

a

ma

d
Offset

null 2

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS

OVcc*

O Output

O Vcc"

Svmbol Parameter UA741M UA741I UA741C Unit

Vcc Supply Voltage +97 V

vid Differential Input Voltage ±30 V

V, Input Voltage ±15 V

Ptot Power Dissipation 500 mW

Output Short-circuit Duration Infinite

Toper Operating Free Air Temperature Range -55 to +125 -40 to+105 0 to +70 °C

Tstg Storage Temperature Range -65 to +150 -65 to+150 -65 to +150 °C

2/9
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Vcc = ±15V ,Tamb = +25°C (unless otherwisespecified)

UA741

Symbol Parameter Min. Typ. Max. Unit

vi0 Input Offset Voltage (Rs £ 10kQ)
Tamb = +25°C
Tmin. ^ Tamb ^ Tmax.

1 5
6

mV

llo Input Offset Current
Tamb = +25°C
Tmin. — *amb — ' max.

2 30
70

nA

lib Input Bias Current
Tamb - +25°C
Tmin. ^ Tamb ^ Tmax.

10 100
200

nA

Avd Large Signal Voltage Gain *
(Vo±10V, RL = 2kQ)

Tamb - +25°C
Tmin. ^ Tamb ^ Tmax.

50
25

200

V/mV

SVR Supply Voltage Rejection Ratio
(Rs<M0kQ)

Tamb = +25°C
Tmin. ^ Tamb ^ Tmax.

77
77

90

dB

be Supply Current no load
Tamb ~ +25X
Tmin. S Tamb ^ Tmax.

1.7 2.8
3.3

mA

Vicm Input Common Mode Voltage Range
Tamb = +25°C
Tmin. S, Tamb ^ Tmax.

±12

±12

V

CMR Common-mode Rejection Ratio (Rs < 10k£i)
Tamb = +25°C
Tmin. ^ Tamb ^ Tmax. 70

70
90

dB

los Output Short-circuit Current
10 25 40

mA

±Vopp Output Voltage Swing
Tamb = +25°C Rl = 10kC2

RL = 2kft
Tmin. ^ Tamb < T^x. Rl = 10kQ

Ru = 2ka

12
10
12
10

14
13

V

SR Slew Rate

(Vs = ±10V, RL =2kQ, CL= 100pF, Tamb = 25°C, unity gain) 0.25 0.5
V/US

tr Rise Time
(Vi = ±20mV, Rl = 2kQ, CL = 100pF, Tamb - 25°C, unity gain) 0.3

us

Kov Overshoot
(Vi - 20mV, RL = 2kQ, CL = 100pF, Tamb = 25°C, unitygain) 5

%

Ri Input Resistance 0.3 2 MQ

GBP Gain Bandwidth Product
(Vi= 10mV, RL - 2kn, CL~ 100pF, f = 100kHz) 0.7 1

MHz

THD Total Harmonic Distortion

(f = 1kHz, Av = 20dB, Rl =2k£i, Vo = 2Vpp,Cl = 100pF, Tamb = 25°C) 0.06
%

en Equivalent Input Noise Voltage
(f =1kHz, R3 = 100Q) 23

nV

VHz

0m Phase Margin 50 Degrees

3/9
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UA741

OPEN LOOP VOLTAGE GAIN (Typ.)

115

>

O

O
>

a.
I-
3
O

a
z

to

i-
3
a.
I-
3
a

a.

4/9

28

24

20

16

12

8

4

0

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 30

SUPPLY VOLTAGES (V&; AND V^.} I±V|

741-04.EPS

TRANSIENT RESPONSE (Typ.)

f m-f

/
/
/ vcC = +15V

*- +2S«C
= 2kfl

10% M Rl

Roe time
,l i -

= 1 QOpF

0.5 1 1.6

TfMEfca)

2.&

741-06.EPS

OUTPUT VOLTAGE SWING

4U -5S°C<ramb<+ 12S°C
3b

RL > 2kfl

28

20

16

fl

ft
10 15

SUPPLY VOLTAGE (±V)

20

741-08.EPS

OPEN LOOP FREQUENCY RESPONSE ITyp.t

120

100

m
•Q W)

2

< 60
to

a 40

<
i-

o 20

>

0

-20
1 10 100 Ik 10k 100k 1M 10M

FREQUENCY (Hz)

741-OS.EP^

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM POWER DISSIPATION

600

J 50C
E

.._

:RDISSIPATIONf

g IUU

0

38

25 45 65 85 105 125

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (aC)

741-07.EPS

INPUT COMMON MODE VOLTAGE

RANGE>
+3

16"
Ul
e

5
14

a 1?
in

a
< in
t-

8
>

B

a 6
o
?
2

4

•g 2

0

-55UC ^T*t*< +
r • •*

125°C

10 15

SUPPLY VOLTAGE I±V>

20
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UA741

EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE vs AMBIENT

TEMPERATURE
40

35

tr so
X

i25
£ 20
Ul

52 15
o

* 10

5

0

-55-35-15 5 25 45 65 85 105125

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (°C)
741-16.EPS

GAIN BANDWIDTH PRODUCT vs AMBIENT

TEMPERATURE

m

i

LARGE SIGNAL VOLTAGE GAIN VS AMBIENT
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MEASUREMENTDIAGRAMS

OFFSETVOLTAGENULLCIRCUIT

InputsUA741>oOutput

lOkft

-t.

Vcc

741-21.EPS

CURRENTTOVOLTAGECONVERTER

R1

UA741

8.=R1.1,

R2

B2=R1

forminimumerrorduetoWascurrent

POSITIVEVOLTAGEREFERENCE

63VBZX55

iM-

741-23.EPS

IUA741>•i;*(,

,02

R3

FW

741-25.EPS

UA7

TRANSIENTRESPONSETESTCIRCUIT

!

I

UA741^>-O&0

1
cL=ioopF~;

741-22.EPS

NEUTRALIZINGINPUTCAPACITANCETO
OPTIMIZERESPONSETIME

NEGATIVEVOLTAGEREFERENCE
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40
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UA741

PACKAGE MECHANICAL DATA

8 PINS - PLASTIC DIP

nnn

. X

u
B1

83

D

n n n n

I1) u.

[i
'U'LTU U

Millimeters Inches
Dim,

Min. TVD. Max. Min. Tvp. Max.

A 3.32 0.131

a1 0.51 0.020

B 1.15 1.65 0.045 0.065

b 0.356 0,55 0.014 0.022

b1 0.204 0.304 0.008 0.012

D 10.92 0.430

E 7.95 9.75 0.313 0.384

e 2.54 0.100

e3 7.62 0.300

e4 7.62 0.300

F 6.6 0260

i 5.08 0.200

L 3.18 3.81 0.125 0.150

Z 1.52 0.060

8/9
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PACKAGE MECHANICAL DATA

8 PINS - PLASTIC MICROPACKAGE (SO)

,n n n J

uuuu

UA741

u.

Millimeters Inches
Dim.

Min. Tvd. Max. Min. Tvd. Max.

A 1.75 0.069

a1 0.1 0.25 0.004 0.010

a2 1.65 0.065

a3 0.65 0.85 0.026 0.033

b 0.35 0.48 0.014 0.019

b1 0.19 0.25 0.007 0.010

c 0.25 0.5 0.010 0.020

d 45° typ-)
D 4.8 5.0 0.189 0.197

E 5.8 6.2 0.228 0.244

e 1.27 0.050

e3 3.81 0.150

i F 3.8 4.0 0.150 0.157

L 0.4 1.27 0.016 0.050

! M 0.6 0.024

1 S 8° (max.)

information furnished is believed to be accurate and reliable. However, SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics assumes no responsi
bility for the consequences of use of such information nor for any infringement of patents or other rights of th ird parties which
may result from its use. No license is granted by implication or otherwise under any patent or patent rights of SGS-THOMSON
Microelectronics. Specifications mentioned in this publication are subject to change without notice. This publication supersedes
and replaces all information previously supplied. SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics products are not authorized for use as criti
cal components in life support devices or systems without express written approval of SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics.

© 1997 SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics - Printed in Italy- All Rights Reserved

SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics GROUP OF COMPANIES

Australia - Brazil - Canada - ChIna - France -Germany - Hong Kong - Italy - Japan - Korea - Malaysia - Malta - Morocco j
The Netherlands - Sfngapore - Spain - Sweden - Switzerland - Taiwan - Thailand - United Kingdom - U.S.A.
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2322 645 90028

Vishay BCcomponents

NTC Thermistors, Long Non-Insulated Leads

JICK REFERENCE DATA

kRAMETER VALUE

ssistance value at 25 °C 10 kn

lerance on R25-value ±5%

5/100-value 3993 K

lerance on Bg^oo-value ±1.2%

rted dissipation 100 mW

ssipation factor x 1.4mW/K

)erating temperature range:

t zero dissipation

[ maximum dissipation

-40to+125°C

0 to +55 °C

ass =0.16 g

PENSIONS in millimeters

110
*5.0

2.5 max. 2.5 max.

8.0
max.

00.3

"±0.03

FEATURES

• Long and flexible leads for special mounting or assembly
requirements

• Small diameter

APPLICATIONS

• Temperature sensing and control

These thermistors have a negative temperature coefficient.
The device consists of a chip with two tinned nickel leads.

PACKAGING

The thermistors are packed in cardboard boxes; each box
containing 1000 units (10 plastic bags, each containing
100 units).

MARKING

The body of the device is coated with a yellow coloured EPQ
facquer.

MOUNTING

Bysoldering in any position

DERATING

55 85 125

Tamb (°c>

Power derating curve.

jment Number: 29057
sion:10-Oct-03

Fortechnical questions contact;ffl.europe@vishay.com www.vishay.com
93



2 645 90028

ay BCcomponentS NTC Thermistors, Long Non-Insulated Leads
VISHAY

ISTANCE VALUES AT INTERMEDIATE TEMPERATURES

Toper
CO

RESISTANCE

(Q)
TC

(%/K)
RESISTANCE TOLERANCE

(%)

-40 328.4 6.57 ±9.5

-35 237.7 - -

-30 173.9 6.15 ±8.7

-25 128.5 - -

-20 95.89 5.76 ±7.9

-15 72.23 - -

-10 54.89 5.40 ±7.2

-5 42.07 - -

0 32.51 5.08 ±6.5

5 25.31 - -

10 19.86 4.78 ±5.9

15 15.69 - -

20 12.49 4.50 ±5.3

25 10.00 4.37 ±5.0

30 8.060 4.25 ±5.3

35 6.536 - -

40 5.331 4.02 ±5.8

45 4.372 - -

50 3.606 3.80 ±6.3

55 2.989 - -

60 2.490 3.60 ±6.8

65 2.085 - -

70 1.753 3.42 ±7.2

75 1.481 - -

80 1.256 3.25 ±7,6

85 1.070 - -

90 0.9155 3.09 ±8.0

95 0.7861 - -

100 0.6775 2.94 ±8.4

105 0.5860 - -

110 0.5086 2.80 ±8.8

115 0.4429 - -

120 0.3870 2.67 ±9.2

125 0.3392 - -

shay.com For technical questions contact: nlr.eurppe.@vi$hay.com Document Number: 29057
Revision: 10-Oct-03
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* National Semiconductor
February 2001

.M3915

)ot/Bar Display Driver

leneral Description
ie LM3915 is a monolithic integrated circuit that senses
talog voltage levels and drives ten LEDs, LCDs or vacuum
lorescent displays, providing a logarithmic 3 dB/step ana-
gdisplay. One pinchanges the display from a bar graph to
moving dot display. LED current drive is regulated and
ogrammable, eliminating the need for current limiting re
store. The whole display system can operate from a single
ipply as low as 3V or as high as 25V.

ie IC contains an adjustable voltage reference and an
:curate ten-step voltage divider. The high-impedance input
jffer accepts signals down to ground and up to within 1,5V
the positive supply. Further, it needs no protection against
puts of ±35V. The input buffer drives 10 individual com-
arators referenced to the precision divider. Accuracy is
pically better than 1 dB.

ie LM3915's 3 dB/step display is suited for signals with
ide dynamic range, such as audio level, power, light inten-
ty or vibration. Audio applications include average or peak
vel indicators, power meters and RF signal strength
eters. Replacing conventional meters with an LED bar
aph results in a faster responding, more rugged display
ith high visibility that retains the ease of interpretation of an
lalog display.

ie LM3915 is extremely easy to apply. A 1.2V full-scale
eter requires only one resistor in addition to the ten LEDs.
ne more resistor programs the full-scale anywhere from
2V to 12V independent of supply voltage. LED brightness
easily controlled with a single pot.

The LM3915 is very versatile. The outputs can drive LCDs,
vacuum fluorescents and incandescent bulbs as well as
LEDs of any color. Multiple devices can be cascaded for a
dot or bar mode display with a range of 60 or 90 dB.
LM3915s can also be cascaded with LM3914s for a linear/

log display or with LM3916s for an extended-range VU
meter.

Features
• 3 dB/step, 30 dB range
• Drives LEDs, LCDs, or vacuum fluorescents

• Bar or dot display mode externally selectable by user
m Expandable to displays of 90 dB
• Internal voltage reference from 1.2V to 12V
• Operates with single supply of 3V to 25V
• Inputs operate down to ground
• Output current programmable from 1 mA to 30 mA
• Input withstands ±35V without damage or false outputs
• Outputs are current regulated, open collectors

• Directly drives TTL or CMOS
• The internal 10-step divider is floating and can be

referenced to a wide range of voltages

The LM3915 is rated for operation from 0°C to +70aC. The
LM3915N-1 is available in an 18-lead molded DIP package.
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Typical Applications

OV to 10V Log Display

NQ.1 |l8 |17 |)ti |1S \\i [13 |1Z |11
CI |

2.2 ^F
TANTALUM

QRIO/iF'T^
ALUMINUM |

ELECTROLYTIC '

VT
12V TO 20V

V+

LM3915

REF REF

Blq SIG rH! OUT ADJ MODE

SIGNAL

SOURCE

O3V--VLE0<V+

Notes: CapacitorC1 is requiredif leads to the LED supply are 6" or longer.
Circuit as shown is wired fordot mode.Forbar mode,connect pin9 to pin3. VLEo must be kept below TV or dropping resistorshouldbe used to limit ICpower
dissipation.

%F = 1-25V 0-S)
- 12-5Y VREF

'LED R1 2.2 kH
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ilute Maximum Ratings (Note 1)
iry/Aerospace specified devices are required,
;ontact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/
itors for availability and specifications.

Jissipation (Note 6)
ded DIP(N) 1365 mW
Voltage 25V

trical Characteristics (Notes 2,4)

Voltage on Output Drivers

Input Signal Overvoltage (Note 4}

Divider Voltage
Reference Load Current

Storage Temperature Range

Lead Temperature
(Soldering, 10 sec.)

Parameter Conditions (Note 2) Min Typ

tATOR

25V

±35V

-100mVtoV+

10 mA

-55°Cto+150nC

260°C

Max Units

dtage, Buffer and First
tor

OVSIVr^Vrh^IW,
lLED = 1 mA

3 10 mV

dtage, Buffer and Any Other
tor

0V<VRLO = VRHl<12V,

'led ~ 1 mA
3 15 mV

ED/AVIN) lL(REF) = 2 mA, lLED = 10 mA 3 8 mA/mV

s Current (at Pin 5} 0V<VtN<(V+-1.5V) 25 100 nA

rial Overvoltage No Change in Display -35 35 V

E-D1VIDER

lesistance

Accuracy (Input Change
Any Two Threshold Points)

Accuracy at Each Threshold

iE REFERENCE

Total, Pin 6 to 4

(Note 3)

(Note 3)

V,N = -3, -6 dB

V,m = -9 dB

VIN = -12, -15, -18 dB

V|H = -21,-24l-27dB

16

2.0

-0.5

-0.5

-0.5

-0.5

28 36 k£2

3.0 4.0 dB

+0.5 dB

+0.65 dB

+1.0 dB

+1.5 dB

oltage 0.1 mA <, lL(REF) S 4 mA,
V+ = VLED * 5V

1.2 1.28 1.34 V

lulation 3V<V*<18V 0.01 0.03 %/V

gulation 0.1 mA< tL(REF) ^ 4 mA,
V+ = VLED=5V

0.4 2 %

oltage Change with
ture

0°C < TA < +70°C, lL{REF> = 1 mA,
V + = VLED - 5V

1 %

in Current 75 120 pA

• DRIVERS

rent V+=VLED==5V.fL(REF)=1mA 7 10 13 mA

rent Difference (Between VLED = 5V, lLED = 2 mA
VLed = 5V, lLED 20 mA

0.12 0.4
mA

and Smallest LED Currents) 1.2 3

rent Regulation 2V < VLED < 17V, lLED = 2 mA

'l£d = 20 mA

0.1 0.25
mA

1 3

Voltage "l.ed(on) = 20 mA, @VLED = 5V,
A\LED =2mA

1.5 V

»n Voltage lLED = 2.0 mA, lL(REF) = 0.4 mA 0.15 0.4 V

eakage, Each Collector (Bar Mode) (Note 5) 0.1 _j 10 pA

.eakage
0-18

(Dot Mode) (Note 5)
0.1 10 pA

60 150 450 pA

CURRENT

Supply Current V* = +5V, lL(REF) = 0.2 mA
V+=+20V, lL(REF] = 1.0 mA

2.4 4.2 mA

lutsOff) 6.1 9.2 mA

3
w
to
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Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2,4) (continued)
Note 1: Absolute Maximum Ratings indicate limits beyond which damage tothe device may occur. Operating Ratings indicate conditions for which the device is
functional, butdo not guarantee specific performance limits. Electrical Characteristics stale DC and AC electrical specifications under particular test conditions which
guarantee specific performance limits. This assumes that the device iswithin the Operating Ratings. Specifications are notguaranteed for parameters where no limit
Is given, however, the typical valueis a good indication of device performance.
Note 2: Unless otherwisestated, ail specifications apply withthe following conditions:

3 vDC <V* <, 20Vqc -0-015V5VRLo£12Vnc TA = 25'C, !L(reF) = 0.2 mA, pin 9 connected topin 3 (bar mode).
3 Vac £ VLE0 £ V* VreF. vrhi. vRLO ^ (v+ ~ 15V) For higher power dissipations, pulse testing is used.
-0.015V £VRHI£ 12Vqc 0V<;ViN<;V*- 1.5V
Note3: Accuracy ismeasured referred to0 dB = +10.000 Vqc at pin 5,with +10.000 VDc at pin 6,and0.000 Voc at pin 4.At lower full scalevoltages, buffer and
comparator offset voltage may add significant error. See table for threshold voltages.
Note 4: Pin5 input current must be limited to ±3 mA. The addition of a 39k resistor inseries with pin5 allows ±100Vsignalswithout damage.

Note 5: Bar mode results when pin 9 is within 20mV ofV*. Dot mode results when pin 9 is pulled at least 200 mV betow V+. LED #10(pin 10output current) is
disabled if pin 9 is pulled 0.9V or more below Vi_Erj.

Note6: Themaximum junction temperature ofthe LM3915 is 100'C. Devices must be derated foroperation at elevated temperatures. Junction toambient thermal
resistance is 55'C/W for the molded DIP (N package).

Threshold Voltage (Note 3)
Output dB Min Typ Max Output dB Min Typ Max

1 -27 0.422 0.447 0.531 6 -12 2.372 2.512 2.819

2 -24 0.596 0.631 0.750 7 -9 3.350 3.548 3.825

3 -21 0.841 0.891 1.059 8 -6 4.732 5.012 5.309

4 -18 1.189 1.259 1.413 9 -3 6.683 7.079 7.498

5 -15 1.679 1.778 1.995 10 0 9.985 10 10.015

Typical Performance Characteristics

Supply Current vs Temperature

6.0

25 50 75

TEMPERATUREft)

Reference Adjust Pin
Current vs Temperature

86

84

SZ

80

78

76

www.natjonai.com

0 25 50 75 100

TEMPERATURE |'C>

Operating Input Bias Currant vs
Temperature

7 •

6 •

B •

4 -

3

0 25 50 T5

TEMPERATURE CO

DS005104-35

LED Current-Regulation
Dropout

SS 1-2
is .„

TA =7

o°c—

5 10 15 20

LEO CURRENT {mA}

4
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Reference Voltage vs
Temperature

TO 10V

1.29

1.28

1.27

' 1
QUNDEtEFftO P1NGP 0

0 25 50 75

TEMPERATURE TCI

LED Driver Saturation

Voltage

10.20

10.10

10.00

1.6

1.2

1.0

0-8

0.6

B.4

1 1
_ REFEREUCE LOAD

LED CURRENT
:URREt T=-

TA*7t'Vv

^TA =0 C

5 10 15 20

LED CURRENT ImA}



;al Performance Characteristics (continued)

urrent Beyond
Range (Pin 5)

I -30 -20 -ID 0 10 20 3D 4S
OS00S1M-4O

hrider Resistance

perature

LM3 }15 /
OIV1DER/

———

DIVIC ER PARALLEL

1k RESISTQR

0 25 60 75

TEMPERATURE { Ct

LED Current vs

Reference Loading

It'lWy

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.6 4.0

REFERENCE LOAD CURRENT (mA!

Common-Mode Limits

S -2-

lEfERI

SUPP

EDTOf

VVOL1

0SITIV

AGE_

ECOIWV
CLUOESIM1TIN GflOUN

1——^

D

20 40

TEMPERATURE CO
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LED Driver Current
Regulation

5 10 15 20

LEDSUPPLY VOLTAGE(VI

Output Characteristics

V* = 5V
TA =25"C

1
1mA

800 f*A

1
60SfiA

MOjiA

Il1bef1-20QkA

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

OUTPUT V0LTAGEM

05005104-45
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BlOCk Diagram (Showing Simplest Application)

I
LM3915
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LED

BRIGHTNESS
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REF
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X
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LEO PROGRAM

CURRENT

REFERENCE

VOLTAGE
SOURCE

1.2 V

6.63k

4.69k

3.31k

2.34k

1.86k

1.17k

0.83k

0.59k

0.41k
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tional Description
allfied LM3915 blockdiagram is included to give the
idea of the circuit's operation. A high input imped-
fer operates with signals from ground to 12V,and is
d against reverse and overvoltage signals. The sig-
en applied to a series of 10 comparators; each of
biased to a different comparison level by the resistor

cample illustrated, the resistor string is connected to
rial 1.25V reference voltage. In this case, for each
t the input signal increases, a comparator will switch
ler indicating LED.This resistor divider can be con-
>e1ween any 2 voltages, providing that they are at
iV below V+ and no lower than V".

AL VOLTAGE REFERENCE

trence is designed to be adjustable and develops a
1.25V between the REF OUT (pin 7) and REF ADJ
srminals. The reference voltage is impressed across

resistor R1 and, since the voltage is constant, a
t current f-, then flows through the output set resistor
g an output voltage of:

'OUT = V,REF 0-S9 + >ADJ R2

ie 120 pA current (max) from the adjust terminal
nts an error term, the reference was designed to
b changes of this current with V+ and load changes.
ect operation, reference load current should be be-
to pA and 5 mA. Load capacitance should be less
>5uF.

NT PROGRAMMING

e not completely illustrated by the block diagram is
3 brightness control. The current drawn out of the
:e voltage pin (pin 7) determines LED current. Ap-
itely 10 times this current will be drawn through each
LED, and this current will be relatively constant de-
jpply voltage and temperature changes. Current
>y the internal 10-resistor divider, as well as by the
I current and voltage-setting divider should be in-
n calculating LED drive current. The ability to modu
li brightness with time, or in proportion to input voit-
Iother signals can lead to a number of nove! displays
; of indicating input overvoltages, alarms, etc.

i3915 outputs are current-limited NPN transistors as
below. An internal feedback loop regulates the tran-
rive. Output current is held at about 10 times the
;e load current, independent of output voltage and
iing variables, as long as the transistor is not satu-

LM3915 Output Circuit

PINT. PINS ID-IB

Outputs may be run in saturation with no adverse effects,
making it possible to directly drive logic. The effective satu
ration resistance of the output transistors, equal to RE plus
the transistors' collector resistance, is about 50Si. It's also
possible to drive LEDsfrom rectified AC with no filtering. To
avoid oscillations, the LEDsupply should be bypassed with a
2.2 uF tantalum or 10 uF aluminum electrolytic capacitor.

MODE PIN USE

Pin 9, the Mode Select input, permits chaining of multiple
LM3915s, and controls bar or dot mode operation. The
following tabulationshows the basic ways of using this input.
Other more complex uses will be illustrated in the applica
tions.

Bar Graph Display: Wire Mode Select (pin 9) directlyto pin
3 (V+ pin).

Dot Display, Single LM3915Driver: Leave the ModeSeiect
pin open circuit.

Dot Display, 20 or More LEDs: Connect pin 9 of the first
driver in the series (i.e., the one with the lowest input voltage
comparison points) to pin 1 of the next higher LM3915 driver.
Continue connecting pin 9 of lower input drivers to pin 1 of
higher input drivers for 30 or more LED displays. The last
LM3915 driver in the chain will have pin 9 left open. All
previous drivers should have a 20k resistor in parallel with
LED #9 (pin 11 toVLED).

Mode Pin Functional Description
This pin actually performs two functions. Refer to the simpli
fied block diagram below.

Block Diagram of Mode Pin Function
0UTPUTND.9 OUTPUTNO. 10

«1

CONTROLLED DRIVE
(FROM COMPARATORS)

v[[h|f

"High for bar

r

S
u

01
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Mode Pin Functional Description
(Continued)

DOT OR BAR MODE SELECTION

The voltage at pin 9 is sensed by comparator C1, nominally
referenced to (V* - 100 mV).The chip is in bar mode when
pin 9 is above this level; otherwise it's in dot mode. The
comparator is designed so that pin 9 can be left open circuit
for dot mode.

Taking into account comparator gain and variation in the
100 mV reference level, pin 9 should be no more than 20 mV
belowV* for bar mode and more than 200 mV below V+ (or
open circuit) for dot mode. In most applications, pin 9 is
either open (dot mode) or tied to V+(bar mode). In bar mode,
pin 9 should be connected directly to pin 3. Large currents
drawn from the power supply (LED current, for example)
should not share this path so that large IRdrops are avoided.

DOT MODE CARRY

In order for the display to make sense when multiple
LM3915s are cascaded in dot mode, special circuitry has
been included to shut off LED #10 of the first device when

LED #1 of the second device comes on. The connection for

cascading in dot mode has already been described and is
depicted below.

As long as the input signal voltage is below the threshold of
the second LM3915, LED #11 is off. Pin 9 of LM3915 #1 thus
sees effectively an open circuit so the chip is in dot mode. As
soon as the input voltage reaches the threshold of LED #11,
pin 9 of LM3915 #1 is pulled an LED drop (1.5V or more)
below VLED. This condition is sensed by comparator C2,
referenced 600 mV below VLED. This forces the output of C2
low, which shuts offoutput transistor Q2, extinguishing LED
#10,

VLED is sensed via the 20k resistor connected to pin 11. The
very small current (less than 100 uA) that is diverted from
LED #9 does not noticeably affect its intensity.

An auxiliary current source at pin 1 keeps at least 100 pA
flowing through LED #11 even ifthe input voltage rises high
enough to extinguish the LED. This ensures that pin 9 of
LM3915 #1 is held low enough to force LED #10 off when
any higher LED is illuminated. While 100 pAdoes not nor
mally produce significant LED illumination, it may be notice
able when using high-efficiency LEDs in a dark environment.
If this is bothersome, the simple cure is to shunt LED #11
with a 10k resistor. The 1V IR drop is more than the 900 mV
worst case required to hold off LED #10 yet small enough
that LED#11 does not conduct significantly.

OTHER DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS

The LM3915 is relatively low-powered itself, and since any
number of LEDs can be powered from about 3V, it is a very
efficient display driver. Typical standby supply current (all
LEDs OFF) is 1.6 mA. However, any reference loading adds
4 times that current drain to the V* (pin 3) supply input. For
example, an LM3916 with a 1 mA reference pin load (1.3k)
would supply almost 10 mAto every LEDwhile drawing only
10 mAfrom its V* pin supply.Atfull-scale, the IC is typically
drawing less than 10% of the current supplied to the display.

The display driver does not have built-in hysteresis so that
the display does not jump instantly from one LED to the next.
Under rapidly changing signal conditions, this cuts down
high frequency noise and often an annoying flicker. An "over
lap" is builtin so that at no time are all segments completely
off in the dot mode. Generally 1 LEDfades inwhile the other
fades out over a mV or more of range. The change may be
much more rapid between LED #10 of one device and LED
#1 of a second device "chained" to the first.

Application Hints
The most difficult problem occurs when large LED currents
are being drawn, especially in bar graph mode. These cur
rents flowing out of the ground pin cause voltage drops in
external wiring,and thus errors and oscillations. Bringing the
return wires from signal sources, reference ground and bot
tom of the resistor string to a single point very near pin 2 is
the best solution.

Long wires from VLED to LED anode common can cause
oscillations. Depending on the severity of the problem
0.05 pF to 2.2 uF decoupling capacitors from LED anode
common to pin 2 will damp the circuit, if LED anode line
wiring is inaccessible, often similardecoupling from pin 1 to
pin 2 will be sufficient.

IfLED turn ON seems slow (bar mode) or several LEDs light
(dot mode), oscillation or excessive noise is usually the
problem. In cases where proper wiringand bypassing fail to
stop oscillations, V* voltage at pin 3 is usually below sug
gested limits. Expanded scale meter applications may have
one or both ends of the internal voltage divider terminated at
relatively high value resistors. These high-impedance ends
should be bypassed to pin 2 with at least a 0.001 uF capaci
tor, or up to 0.1 pF in noisy environments.

Cascading LM3915s in Dot Mode

n VLED

N° I »18 I17, l'6 ,|1S I" 1.13 13 ^ II |lB ' 116 |17 J16 15 ||4 ]l3 \}2 |l1 |)P
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ication Hints (continued)

issipation, especially in bar mode should be given
ation. For example, with a 5V supply and all LEDs
med to 20 mAthe driver willdissipate over 600 mW.
jse a 7.5Q resistor in series with the LED supply will
se heating in half. The negative end of the resistor
>e bypassed with a 2.2 uF solid tantalum capacitor to

4 RECTIFIER CIRCUITS

pleet way to display an AC signal using the LM3915
>[y it right to pin 5 unrectified. Since the LED iilumi-
tpresents the instantaneous value of the AC wave-
e can readilydiscern both peak and average values
signals in this manner. The LM3915 will respond to
half-cycles only but will not be damaged by signals
!5V(or up to ±100Vifa 39k resistor is in series with
t). It's recommended to use dot mode and to run the
;30 mAfor high enough average intensity.

erage or peak detection requires rectification, if an
i is set up with 10V full scale across its voltage
the turn-on point for the first LED is only 450 mV.A
silicon diode rectifier won't work well at the low end
the 600 mV diode threshold. The half-wave peak
in Figure 1 uses a PNP emitter-follower in front of

e. Now, the transistor's base-emitter voltage cancels
diode offset, within about 100 mV. This approach is
satisfactory when a single LM3915 is used for a 30
lay.

circuits using two or more LM3915s for a dynamic
f60 dB or greater require more accurate detection. In
cision half-wave rectifier of Figure 2 the effective
ffset is reduced by a factor equal to the open-loop
the op amp. Filter capacitor C2 charges through R3
charges through R2 and R3, so that appropriate
n of these values results in either a peak or an
! detector. The circuit has a gain equal to R2/R1.

t to capacitively couple the input. Audio sources
tly have a small DC offset that can cause significant
the low end of the log display. Op amps that slew
such as the LF351, LF353, or LF356, are needed to
t respond to sudden transients. It may be necessary
jut the op amp DC offset voltage to accurately cover
3 range. Best results are obtained if the circuit is
i for the correct output when a low-level AC signal
to 20 mV) is applied, rather than adjusting for zero

vfth zero input.

cision full-wave averaging use the circuit in Figure 3.
% resistors for R1 through R4, gain for positive and

negative signal differs by only 0.5 dB worst case. Substitut
ing 5% resistors increases this to 2 dB worst case. (A 2 dB
gain difference means that the display may have a ±1 dB
error when the input is a nonsymmetrical transient). The
averaging time constant is R5-C2. A simple modification
results in the precision full-wave detector of Figure 4. Since
the fitter capacitor is not buffered, this circuit can drive only
high impedance loads such as the inputof an LM3915.

V*15V TDZ5V1

OUTPUT

INPUT

*DC Couple

FIGURE 1. Half-Wave Peak Detector

1(jF R1

-IK*

jn

D1.D2: 1N914or 1N4148

Average Peak

R2 1k 100k

R3 100k 1k

R1 =R2forAv = 1
R1 =R2/R10forAv= 10
C1 = 10/R1

OUTPUT

FIGURE 2. Precision Half-Wave Rectifier

r

3
w
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Application HintS (Continued)

1MPUT

OUTPUT

D1, D2: 1N914or 1N4148

FIGURE 3. Precision Full-Wave Average Detector

INPUT

D1, 02, D3, D4: 1N914 or 1N4148

FIGURE 4. Precision Full-Wave Peak Detector

CASCADING THE LM3915

Todisplay signals of 60 dB or 90 dB dynamic range, multiple
LM3915s can be easily cascaded. Alternatively, it is possible
to cascade an LM3915 with LM3914s for a log/linear display
or with an LM3916 to get an extended range VU meter.

Asimple, low cost approach to cascading two LM3915s is to
set the reference voltages of the two chips 30 dB apart as in
Figure 5. Potentiometer R1 is used to adjust the full scale
voltage of LM3915 #1 to 316 mV nominally whilethe second
IC's reference is set at 10V by R4. The drawback of this
method is that the threshold of LED #1 is only 14 mV and,
since the LM3915 can have an offset voltage as high as
10 mV, large errors can occur. This technique is not recom
mended for 60 dB displays requiring good accuracy at the
first few display thresholds.

www.nationat.com 10
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Abetter approach shown in Figure6 is to keep the reference
at 10V for both LM3915s and amplify the input signal to the
lower LM3915 by 30 dB. Since two 1% resistors can set the
amplifier gain within ±0.2 dB, a gain trim is unnecessary.
However, an op amp offset voltage of 5 mVwill shift the first
LED threshold as much as 4 dB, so that an offset trim may
be required. Note that a single adjustment can null out offset
in both the precision rectifier and the 30 dB gain stage.
Alternatively, instead of amplifying, input signals of sufficient
amplitude can be fed directly to the lower LM3915 and
attenuated by 30 dB to drive the second LM3915.



icatlOn HintS (Continued)

|l8 |l7 115 llS |l1 \ri \\2 |l1 110 |lB |l7 |l6 |l5 jl4 |l3 |l2 |l1 | is

± I3 Jl

IM3915

Nfl.1

REF REF

V* V4 RLO SIG RHI OUT AOJ MODE

8 9 I' ± I3 Ji

LM3915

NO. 2

REF REF

V~ V+ RLO SIG flHI OUT ADJ MODE

R2 > INPUT (10V FULL SCALE)
210.

FIGURE 5. Low Cost Circuit for 60 dB Display

|i? lie lis hi ha I12 In ho ha |i? he lis |u li3 \n |n |»

I' ± h ±

LM3915

NO.1

REF REF

V" V+ RL0 SIG RHI OUT ADJ MODE

5 GT=X5—p—[T

LM3915

NO. 2

REF REF

y- V* ^LO SIG RHI OUT ADJ MODE

I' Ji I3 ± G |!i

309k 10k

FIGURE 6. Improved

snd mis approach to get a 90 dB display, another
of amplification must be placed in the signal path
af the lowest LM3915. Extreme care is required as the
LM3915 displays input signals down to 0.5 mV! Sev-
set nulls may be required. High currents should not
he same path as the low level signal. Also power line
should be kept away from signal lines.

IN REFERENCE VOLTAGE

ED CURRENT PROGRAMMING

E LM3915

luations in Figure 7 illustrate how to choose resistor
to set reference voltage for the simple case where no
tensityadjustment is required.ALED current of 10 mA
nA generally produces adequate illumination. Having
ll-scale across the internal voltage divider gives best
cy by keeping signal level high relative to the offset
) of the internal comparators. However, this causes

INPUT

(19V FULL SCALE)
DS0D5104-14

Circuit for 60 dB Display

450 uA to flow from pin 7 into the divider which means that
the LED current will be at least 5 mA. R1 will typically be
between 1 kfl and 2 kSi. To trim the reference voltage, vary
R2.

The circuit in Figure 8 shows how to add a LED intensity
control which can vary LEDcurrent from 9 mAto 28 mA.The
reference adjustment has some effect on LED intensity but
the reverse is not true.

MULTIPLE LM3915S

Figure 9 shows how to obtain a common reference trim and
intensity control for two LM3915s. The two ICs may be
connected in cascade for a 60 dB display or may be handling
separate channels for stereo. This technique can be ex
tended for larger numbers of LM3915s by varyingthe values
of R1, R2 and R3 in inverse proportion to the number of
devices tied in. The ICs' internal references track within
100 mV so that worst case error from chip to chip is only
0.1 dBforVREF= 10V.

r

CO
—1.
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Application Hints (continued)

Adjust R2 to vary V^p

12.5V
Pick Rl =

iLED- vREF/2.2kn

(VREF - 1.25V)

1,. 1" |,6 lis I. 13 1" 11 |io

LM3915

v- V* j SIC
REF

OUT

REF

AOJ MODE

1' l« !• J: I5 6 17

?H1

S |9

Vref

'R2

Pick R2 =
(1.25V/R1) +0.08 mA

FIGURE 7. Design Equations for Fixed LED Intensity

|1S |l7 |l6 j15 |u Jl3 |l2 |l1 |lD

*9 mA < Iled < 28 mA @VREF = 10V

www.national.com

V" vT

LM3915

Rlq 22kTYP Rm
r-VW--i

1

RS

50k

LED INTENSITY

REF REF

OUT ADJ MODE

FIGURE 8. Varying LED Intensity
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ication Hints (continued)

|l8 [l7 |l6 |l5 |ia 113 |iz [11 |l

IM3916

N0.1

REF REF

V" V+ RL0 SIG % OUT ADJ MODE

fTTTT

FIGURE 9. Independent Adjustment of Reference

eme in Figure 10 is useful when the reference and
ensity must be adjusted independently over a wide
The RHi voltage can be adjusted from 1.2V to 10V
effect on LED current. Since the internal divider here

it load down the reference, minimum LED current is
wer. At the minimum recommended reference load
\ LED current is about 0.8 mA. The resistor values
jive a LED current range from 1.5 mAto 20 mA.
ywend of the intensity adjustment, the voltage drop
the 510£! current-sharing resistors is so smail that
;hip variationin reference voltage may yielda visible
1 in LED intensity. The optional approach shown of
:ing the bottom end of the intensity control pot to a
a supply overcomes this problem by allowing a larger
drop across the (larger) current-sharing resistors.

Iis 117 he [15 |u I13 112 In Iid

LM3915

ND. 2

I1 Ji I3 J! I

REF FIEF

V" V+ RL0 SIG RHI OUT ADJ MOPE
Is |a

Voltage and LED Intensity for Multiple LM3915s

Other Applications
For increased resolution, it's possible to obtain a display with
a smooth transition between LEDs. This is accomplished by
varying the reference level at pin 6 by 3 dBp-p as shown in
Figure 11. The signal can be a triangle, sawtooth or sine
wave from 60 Hz to 1 kHz. The display can be run in either
dot or bar mode.

When an exponentiallydecaying RC discharge waveform is
applied to pin 5, the LM3915's outputs will switch at equal
intervals. This makes a simple timer or sequencer. Each time
interval is equal to RC/3. The output may be used to drive
logic, opto-couplers, relays or PNP transistors, forexample.

en

13
60
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Typical Applications

lis jit [ie lis jia |i:i \n |n | id ha \\i |ib hs jia |i3 \n |n |

LM3915

NG.1

REF REF

V" V4 RLO SIG RHl OUT ADJ MODE

LM3915

N0.2

REF REF

V"" V4 RLD SiG RHf OUT ADJ MODE

Ji l> Ji lSI1 ± I3 Ji I-

I TOLWI3915s I

L I

IT

14k

r-VW-f—

15in

2k

LED
INTENSITY

"Optional circuitfor improved intensity matching at low currents.
See text.

±v

' 51D

FIGURE 10.Wide-Range Adjustment of ReferenceVoltage and LED Intensity for Multiple LM3915s

www.national.com

|ia |n | ib |ia [ia |i3 |u |n ]i

REF REF

W~ V* HL0 S,G "HI uut fl0J ""DDE

± I' ±

INPUT

(OV TOtOV) '

6 [6 17

10VT

v v 'eOHtTQ tkHi

DS005104-19

FIGURE 11. OVto 10V Log Display with Smooth Transitions
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;af Applications (continued)

Extended Range VU Meter

Tl: 6.3 VAC MNTHt-TAWED

r

S
u

en

.^0 _JJ _M -31 -2( -» -Tl -!9 -16 -13 -10 -J -5 -3 -1 H i ! Id
-'flU —JJ —» —J I —tl *V " '" '" ^ — d*. ^ . _ .^ . ^ *•

"X T

REf fitf
B1.D SIG RHI OUT ADJ M0P6

I
~3T IT

REF REf

V' BL0 SIG RHI OUT *0J MO HE

IT

ication shows that the LEDsupply requires minimalfiltering,
ilication Hints for optional Peak or Average Detector.
:3 for 3 dB difference between LED #11 and LED #12.

Vibration Meter

-V*OVT0»V)— f—.» . fm ».mi«>.., • m . •"•"» •••Vint

», f, f, fW, fly fly fW, fljf?*«\
tl IT < III H|||m| H 13 |l* " ,„ A}\.

REf REf
V" V* "ID SIG "Ml OUT AM MOPE

T T

.5Sa PIEZOELECTRIC
*=rTB*MOUCtH

LED Threshold

1 60 mV

2 80 mV

3 110 mV

4 160 mV

5 220 mV

6 320 mV

7 440 mV

8 630 mV

g 890 mV

10 1.25V

15
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Typical Applications (continued)

Indicator and Alarm, Full-Scale Changes Display from Dot to Bar

MINI
- S* - J* Ww I-'V •'=/ I [

LEO
NO. 1

u

14 13 I! 11

REf REF

<l" RL0 SIG RHI OUT ADJ MODE
~% [5 IB

•=• BV-1.2V
INPUT

*The input to the dot bar switch may be taken from cathodes of other LEDs.
Displaywill change to bar as soon as the LEDso selected begins to light.
"Optional. Shunts 100 liAauxiliary sink current away fromLED#1.

60 dB Dot Mode Display

\a/ n/
,51 -At -4i -42 ~M -36 -®>\ -» -« -» -H -'« -«

/!/ ^l/ ^y ky ta/ Ly \nr w " 4/ ^t/ Vy \m \m

' f f f f TLf f4:kf f f f
17 |ll 115 |H |13 [l2 |" h" < |19 |l7 [l6 )lS

-n -a ~z\ -ie -is -iz -9 -6 -3 a dB

3/y _w w a/ by
r m w i r uu

- L . - .. . - Nl

3

LM3915

REF REF

V" V+ "LQ SIG RHI OUT ADJ MODB

IF B 16

Rl

1k

•Optional. Shunts 100 uAauxiliary sink current away fromLED#11.

www.national.com
&

3

R4

3ik

ri

LED

ND2D

V~ V+ «L0 SIG RHI OUT ADJ MODE

1"

INPUT

(1DV FULL-SCALE)



:al Applications (Continued)

Driving Vacuum Fluorescent Display

.15: 10k ±10%

N914or1N4148

e peak detector,

cation Hints.

RIO

r-VsAr-

—vw

< ~«W\r

<-AAAr-

ih-AAAt-1 '
RB

4.7k

ANODE

VACUUM FLUORESCEIN

BAH GRAPH

BEF REF

V" V+ fiLD SIG nHl OUT ADJ M1IDE

Low Current Bar Mode Display

2BV) LED

M0.1

jrrent drain is only 15 mAwith ten LEDs illuminated.

T

IS 14 13 12 11 IS

REF REF

V* "LC SIG HHt OUT ADJ MCME

T~l

17

fi IB

INPUT

63

HI

U4k

B2
S.0Gk

R16

270

R11

-"WV-4

H12

R13

R14

-VSAr-4

K1S

w
to
-a.
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Typical Applications (continued)

BACKPLANE

Driving Liquid Crystal Display
LIQUID CRYSTAL BAR GRAPH

nnnnDDnnnD
JC, JC2 JC3 J4 J«

"Ti7 ""F ~"R T

|CB 1" |CB JC9 |C1(
n*mm ^m^maM wm*^^m ^bapm •_••*—•-

14 |l3 |l2 |11 |l0

2.0

HI*- LM3915

REF REF

V" V4 RL0 SIG RHI OUT ADJ MODE

1!—F
— INPUT

(1.25 V
FULL-SCALE]

10b

0.01 txf
10 PLACES

+ \ DOT

22 pF

Bar Display with Alarm Flasher

• •—

y/i/ jf/y x/v jT/y x^ - -^ t^ I7^ X A/ x7^
LED

NO.T

16 15

LM3915

I u
V+ RL0 SIG RHI REF OUT REF ADJ MODE

Full-scale causes Ihe full bar display to flash. If the junction of R1 and C1 is connected to a different LED cathode, the display willflash when that LED lights,
and at any higher input signal.

www.natiortal.com 18
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Cal Applications (Continued)

Precision Null Meter

V*|BVT01IV1

^.H!^y y y ¥ y y y y *
" " "T» "Tw "ft "l" "P "I" *" *" *"

IIWG

1!

REF REF

V" V* \0 _ SIC RHI OUT ADJ MODE
"IS IS P ]]£ |<"

LED

M0.2B

_n

s,y y y y y* y* y y y $&>

r^T t1""
"(-SWT0-1IV)

lie response allows coarse and fine adjustments without changing scale,
n ranges from 10 mV at V,N = 0 mV to 500 mV at V!N = ±1,25V.

19
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Typical Applications (Continued)

Operating with a High Voltage Supply (Dot Mode Only)

, 33k
>1W

~\4-

• 11111111
LED

NO. 1

3.4V"

IB 17 16 15 14 113

IF

IM3915

REF HEF

V* "LO SIC rHI OUT ADJ

~ji ii ft
S INPUT

A/

las J-

r

or

♦-AAV-i

,1/

LED

ND, 10

The LED currents areapproximately 10mA, and theLM3915 outputs operate in saturation for minimum dissipation.
"This point ispartially regulated and decreases in voltage with temperature. Voltage requirements of the LM3915 also decrease with temperature.

Light Meter

LED'
NO.
.yyy*i

I
a yyy-> -^^yy:yyi

|» |l3 13

FIEF BEF
\l' \o SIG "HI OUT ADJ MODE

"Resistor value selects exposure

1/2 f/slop resolution

Ten ffetop range (1000:1)
Typical supply current is 8 mA.

www.national.com 20
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cal Applications (continued)

Audio Power Meter

12V TO 20V

tLW0.4HO.IWt.WI3W SW V3W 25W iff* lOW

~ l18 '" '1S *'s •" *'3 '" '" ''°.

LU391S

REF REF

V V* flLO StG RHI OUT AOJ MODE

T~J

>n
LOUDSPEAKER

oirrwrr
AMPLIFIER

1

R1

R2
10k

5 B

Rl

390

R2

Load

Impedance
R1

4Q 10k

8a 1Bk

16Q. 30k

See ApplicationHints for optional Peak
or Average Detector
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Connection Diagram

Dual-in-Line Package

1

LED NO. 1 —
U IB

— LED NO. 2

2
V" —

17
— LED NO. 3

v-l
16
— LED WO. 4

DIVIDER 4
(LOW END)

5
SIGNAL INPUT —

IS
— LEDND.5

14
— LED NO. 6

DIVIDER S
(HIGH END)

13
— LED NO. 7

REFERENCE OUTPUT — — LED NO. 8

8
REFERENCE ADJUST — — LED NO. 9

9
MODE SELECT —

10
— LED NO. ID

Top View
Order Number LM3915N-1

See NS Package Number NA18A
Order Number LM3915N *

See NS Package Number N18A
"Discontinued, Life Time Buy date 12/20/99

Definition of Terms
Absolute Accuracy: The difference between the observed
threshold voltage and the ideal threshold voltage for each
comparator. Specified and tested with 10V across the inter
nal voltage divider so that resistor ratio matching error pre
dominates over comparator offset voltage.

Adjust Pin Current: Current flowing out of the reference
adjust pin when the reference amplifier is in the linear region.

Comparator Gain: The ratio of the change in output current
('led) to the change in input voltage (V,N) required to pro
duce it for a comparator in the linear region.

Dropout Voltage: The voltage measured at the current
source outputs required to make the output current fall by
10%.

Input Bias Current: Current flowing out of the signal input
when the input buffer is in the linear region.

LED Current Regulation: The change Inoutput current over
the specified range of LED supply voltage (VLeD) as mea

sured at the current source outputs. As the forward voltage
of an LED does not change significantly with a small change
in forward current, this is equivalent to changing the voltage
at the LED anodes by the same amount.

Line Regulation: The average change in reference output
voltage (VREF) over the specified range of supply voltage
(AT).

Load Regulation: The change in reference output voltage
over the specified range of load current (Il<ref))-
Offset Voltage: The differential input voltage which must be
applied to each comparator to bias the output in the linear
region. Most significant error when the voltage across the
internal voitage divider is small. Specified and tested with pin
6 voltage (VRHl) equal to pin 4 voltage (VRLO).

Relative Accuracy: The difference between any two adja
cent threshold points. Specified and tested with 10V across
the internal voltage divider so that resistor ratio matching
error predominates over comparator offset voltage.

www.rtational.com 22
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ilCal Dimensions inches (millimeters) unless otherwise noted

[ZZ.86!8:JI]

rinrinn^nnri
PIN 1 INDEX'

.2501.010
[6.3510,25]

gyuygguyu

.045-.070
[1.14-1.78]

TYP

r .055-.066
[1.40-1.68]

.115-.145 L_t
[3.92-3.681

15 Ml N—'.0
10.38}

TYP

.0181,004
10,46 10,1]

TYP

,170 MAX
[4,32]

TYP

.125-.135
[3. 18-3.43]

TYP

.1001.010
[2,5-110.254]

TYP CONTROLLING DIMENSIONS IS INCH
VALUES IN I ARE MILLIMETERS

Jnless otherwise specified.

dard Lead Finish:

nicroinches /5.08 micrometer minimum

tin 37/63 or 15/85 on alloy 42 or equivalent or copper

rence JEDEC registration MS-001, Variation AC, dated May 1993.

Molded DuaMn-Line Package (N)
Order Number LM3915N-1

NS Package Number NA18A
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-320-.430
[8.13-10.92]

r-

3
w
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Physical Dimensions inches (millimeters) unless otherwise noted (Continued)

0.065

[1.65]

\

T

90° ±4° TYP

0.090

[2.29] TYP.

0.845-0.870
[21.46-22.10]

r"i r"i r"i r~i r^i r, A A

€>
0.245-0.255

[6.22-6.481

1 9

0.060 JYp 0.300-0.320

[7.62-8.13][1.52]
0.040 T„„ 0.125-0.135 0.145-0.200 lyp
1.02

TYP
3.18-5.43 [3.63-5.08]

TOTJ I tl d M d MO

k

0,100
[2,54]"P

0.010-0.040

[0.25-1.02]
TYF

0.015-0,021

[0.38-0.531
TYP

0.125-0.140

[3.18-3.56]

- ft0" MIN TYP ' 0.310-0.365
f0-3'] [7.87-9.27]

Molded DuaWn-Line Package (N)
Order Number LM3915N *

NS Package Number N18A
"Discontinued, Life Time Buy date 12/20/99

0.008-0.014

fO.20-0.361
TYP

IIIBd (REV F)

LIFE SUPPORT POLICY

NATIONAL'S PRODUCTS ARE NOT AUTHORIZED FOR USE AS CRITICAL COMPONENTS IN LIFE SUPPORT
DEVICES OR SYSTEMS WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL
COUNSEL OF NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION. As used herein:

1. Life support devices or systems are devices or
systems which, (a) are intended for surgical implant
into the body, or (b) support or sustain life, and
whose failure to perform when properly used in
accordance with instructions for use provided in the
labeling, can be reasonably expected to result in a
significant injury to the user.

J^J National Semiconductor
Wj0 Corporation
^* Americas

Tol: 1-800-272-9959

Fax:1-800-737-7018

EmaB: support@nsc.com
www.natkmal.com

National Semiconductor

Europe
Fax: +49(0)180-530 85 86

Email: europe.support@nsc.cam
Deutsch Tel: +49 (0) 69 9508 6208
English Tel: +44(0)870 24 0 2171
Francais Tel: +33 (0) 1 41 91 8790

2. A critical component is any component of a life
support device or system whose failure to perform
can be reasonably expected to cause the failure of
the life support device or system, or to affect its
safety or effectiveness.

National Semiconductor

Asia Pacific Customer

Response Group
Tel: 65-2544466

Fax: 65-2504466

Email: ap.support@nsc.com

National Semiconductor

Japan Ltd.

Tel: 81-3-5639-7560

Fax: 81-3-5639-7507

National doesnot assume arty responsibility loruseotany circuitry described, nocircuit patent licenses areimplied and National reserves theTight at any time without notice tochange said circuitry and spedficafa
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